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Abstract. Dynamic inference networks improve computational efficiency
by executing a subset of network components, i.e., executing path, conditioned on input sample. Prevalent methods typically assign routers
to computational blocks so that a computational block can be skipped
or executed. However, such inference mechanisms are prone to suffer
instability in the optimization of dynamic inference networks. First, a
dynamic inference network is more sensitive to its routers than its computational blocks. Second, the components executed by the network vary
with samples, resulting in unstable feature evolution throughout the network. To alleviate the problems above, we propose SP-Nets to slow down
the progress from two aspects. First, we design a dynamic auxiliary module to slow down the progress in routers from the perspective of historical information. Moreover, we regularize the feature evolution directions
across the network to smoothen the feature extraction in the aspect of
information flow. As a result, we conduct extensive experiments on three
widely used benchmarks and show that our proposed SP-Nets achieve
state-of-the-art performance in terms of efficiency and accuracy.
Keywords: Dynamic Inference, Slowly Progressing, Executing Path Regularization, Feature Evolution Regularization.
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Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a significant development in deep neural networks.
The excellent performance of these networks is ascribed not only to the sophisticated design of network modules but also the increasing depth of the network.
However, the merit comes with the price that deep neural networks are highly
dependent on computational resources to ensure both efficiency and accuracy,
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Fig. 1. (a) The stability of static networks (ResNets [12]) and vanilla dynamic inference
networks on CIFAR-10. The size of dots is the variance of results. (b) The stability
of static networks and vanilla dynamic inference networks on CIFAR-100. The size of
dots is the variance of results. (c) Upper: The features evolve unstable throughout the
network. Lower: The features evolve stable throughout the network.

limiting the deployment of these powerful models in real-world scenarios. Hence,
to improve the inference efficiency, extensive efforts have been devoted to model
compression methods e.g., weight quantization [11,37,25], knowledge distillation [13,3,45], and low-rank approximation [16,21,17]. More often than not, these
methods reduce the computational budgets at the expense of a slight drop on performance. Being different from previous streams of methods, dynamic inference
methods save computational resources by dynamically assigning adequate computation conditioned on input samples to prevent performance drop. Specifically,
dynamic inference networks adaptively execute part of network components and
skip the rest when inferring a given sample.
A number of dynamic inference methods have been developed by assigning
a router for each convolutional block. At inference time, each router makes a
binary executing decision for the current block. Essentially, the binary decision
alters the block between a convolution function and an identity mapping. To
optimize the discrete executing decisions in an end-to-end fashion, relaxation
functions, e.g., Softmax and Gumbel-Softmax, are introduced in the aforementioned methods. However, such an inference mechanism makes the optimization
of the dynamic inference network unstable. As shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b),
the vanilla dynamic inference methods show larger variance than static inference
methods. First, a dynamic inference network is more sensitive to its routers than
its convolutional blocks. In essence, the relaxed executing decision in the training
process is a coefficient in the linear combination of a convolution function and
an identity mapping. Thus, a slight difference in the executing decision results
in changes of each element in the output feature map while changes in the input
feature impose less effect on the output. Second, since the information flow of
the network is calculated in a chain, selectively executing a subset of the network components would cause the interruption of the flow. As a result, features
usually evolve unstably across the whole network. For an instance, compared
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with the features that evolve stable in the lower figure of Fig. 1(c), features in
the upper one of Fig. 1(c) show unstable evolution throughout the network.
In this paper, we propose a slowly progressing dynamic inference network to
stabilize the optimization via slowing down the progress from the following two
aspects. First, we slow down the progress in routers. Considering the unbalance
of sensitivity between the parameters in convolutional blocks and routers, we
take advantage of the historical information by introducing a dynamic auxiliary
module to provide a guidance. Specifically, the auxiliary module is implemented
as a momentum-based moving average of the dynamic inference network and
gives out pseudo executing paths. Guided by the pseudo executing paths, the
routers are more stable against instant changes in paths, and the dynamic inference network reduces gradient variance, thus stabilizing the training procedure.
Moreover, we slow down the feature evolution between blocks to ease the interruption of information flow brought by dynamic inference. In this way, the
feature evolves smoothly throughout the information flow, and skipping some of
the blocks brings in less drastic changes in feature maps. The most straightforward solution to the interruption brought by the varying executing components
is minimizing the changes between blocks. However, such a solution cost severe
harm to the performance of networks. Thus, we take an alternative strategy
that restricts the direction of feature evolution to remedy the interruption of
information flow in dynamic inference.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
– We propose a slowly progressing dynamic inference network, which effectively
stabilizes the optimization of dynamic inference networks.
– We slow down the progress in routers by taking advantage of the information from historical iterations to solve the unbalance of sensitivity between
parameters in convolutional blocks and routers.
– We slow down the feature evolution by regularizing the direction of the feature
evolution, making the feature evolves smoothly throughout the network.
– We conduct experiments on three widely used benchmarks and show that our
method obtains state-of-the-art results in terms of performance and efficiency.

2

Relates Work

Dynamic Inference Networks. Dynamic inference networks have emerged as
a promising technique to skip blocks or layers at inference time for acceleration [32,41,38,28]. Specifically, ConvNet-AIG [32] proposed a convolutional network that adaptively defines its inference graph conditioned on the input images.
It proposes a router to make the execution decision for each convolutional block.
SkipNet [41] introduced a method with LSTM gate-ways to determine whether
the current block would be skipped or not. Besides, BlockDrop [38] adopted an
extra policy network to sample executing paths from the whole routing space to
speed up the inference of ResNet. Spatial dynamic convolutions for fast inference
were proposed in [33,44,29,40]. Multi-scale networks were introduced in [15,43].
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They learn easy samples at low resolutions, while hard samples at high resolutions. Channel-based dynamic inference methods [28] were introduced as well.
Recently, various dynamic methods with different kinds of selection have been
proposed. Multi-kernel methods [2] select different CNN kernels for better performance. Recursive network [10] are introduced to reuse the networks.
Different from these method who mainly focus on designing dynamic inference mechanisms, we pay attention to the training problem of the dynamic
inference network and stabilize the dynamic inference network via slow down
the process in router and smoothen feature evolution throughout the network.
Early Prediction Networks. While a dynamic inference network has only one
exit, an early prediction network is characterized by multiple exits. In an early
prediction network, the network exits once the criterion for a certain sample
is satisfied. SACT [5] proposed a halting unit for a recurrent neural network
(RNN) to realize early prediction, adopting a stopping unit for each point on
feature maps. Since then, early prediction frameworks have been widely used in
classification for efficient inference. Considering multi-scale inputs, MSDN [15]
introduced early-exit branches. According to the allowed time budget, McIntosh
et al. [22] proposed an RNN architecture to dynamically determine the exit. Li
et al. [20] proposed a self-distillation mechanism to supervise inter-layer outputs
with deeper layers. Instead of bypassing residual units, DCP [8] generated decisions to save the computational cost for channels. Hydranets [31] proposed to
replace the last residual block with a Mixture-of-Experts layer. Recently, methods have been adopted to other applications, such as action recognition [9,23]
and object detection [48].
Our method belongs to dynamic inference networks and does not have multiple exits as early prediction networks do at inference time. However, at training
time, we insert several classifiers at different stages of the network.
Knowledge Distillation Methods. Knowledge distillation proposed a concept of
distillation, where a lightweight student model is trained to learn the outputs logits of an over-parameterized teacher model. Initially, knowledge distillation [13]
is applied to image classification by utilizing the probabilities of each class, generated from the teacher model as soft labels for training a student model [1,14]
or learning the intermediate feature maps [26,46]. Moreover, self-distillation is
an extension of knowledge distillation, which leverages the network itself as a
teacher. Specifically, Born-Again [7] proposes a well-trained model as a teacher
to guide a student model from scratch. Furthermore, self ensemble is another way
to take advantage of the knowledge distillation. For example, mean teacher [30]
proposes an exponential moving average of the model weights. Besides, ensemble
in temporal is introduced in [18] to regularized consistent output by a sample
wised moving average on the predictions. Recently, self ensemble is also introduced in domain adaptation [42], unsupervised domain adaptation task [6], and
medical images segmentation [24].
Different from these methods who conduct knowledge distillation to transfer
knowledge, we introduce it for stabilizing the training of the dynamic execution
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decisions in dynamic inference network. To our best knowledge, this is the first
work to introduce the distillation in dynamic inference.

3

Method

In this section, we introduce our slowly progressing dynamic inference network
(SP-Net) in detail. First, we illustrate the preliminaries of dynamic inference
and overview our proposed SP-Net. Second, we introduce the dynamic auxiliary
module to provide guidance. Next, we explain the feature evolution regularization. Finally, we summarizes the optimization of the proposed model.
3.1

Preliminaries and Overview

Dynamic Inference Network. Given a N -block dynamic inference network F d ,
we term the n-th convolution block Fn , where n ∈ {1, · · · , N }. Generally, a dynamic inference network assigns a router to each convolutional block to decide
the execution state, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Rn , the router of Fn , makes a binary
executing decision un for the current block Fn , where un is either 0 or 1, representing skipping the block or executing the block respectively. Combining the
execution state, the output feature xn+1 of the current block Fn is calculated as
xn+1 = un · Fn (xn ) + (1 − un ) · xn
= Rn (xn ) · Fn (xn ) + (1 − Rn (xn )) · xn .

(1)

Let Rn be the router of the n-th convolutional block. To obtain a binary execution decision, Rn usually applies functions that are not continuously differentiable, e.g., argmax, rounding, or sampling. Utilizing such functions hampers the
backpropagation of training the network in an end-to-end fashion. Thus, during
training, un is usually relaxed into a continuous form vn . Specifically, vn ∈ [0, 1]
stands for the probability of executing the convolutional block and it is obtained
by some relaxation functions involving operations such as Softmax, GumbelSoftmax, etc. Collecting all executing decisions for respective blocks forms an
executing path for a given sample (u1 , u2 , · · · , uN ). Based on the relaxation
function, a continuous executing path (v1 , v2 , · · · , vN ) is obtained accordingly.
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The Proposed Framework. In our method, we improve the optimization of the
dynamic inference network from two aspects: utilizing the historical information
and regularizing the direction of feature evolution. The whole framework of our
method is shown in Fig. 2. Our proposed framework contains a dynamic inference
network, F d , a dynamic auxiliary module, F t , and several attached classifiers.
To analyze the unbalance of sensitivity, we define the parameters of routers
Rn as Hn , and the parameters of convolutional blocks Fn as Wn , respectively.
In this way, the Eq. (1) is reformulated as,
xn+1 = Rn (xn , Hn ) · Fn (xn , Wn ) + (1 − Rn (xn , Hn )) · xn .

(2)

The gradient of output feature xn+1 with respect to parameters in routers, i.e.,
Hn and convolutional block, i.e., Wn are computed as,
∂Rn (·)
∂xn+1
=
[Fn (xn , Wn ) − xn ],
∂Hn
∂Hn

(3)

∂xn+1
∂Fn (·)
=
Rn (xn , Hn ).
∂Wn
∂Wn

(4)

As shown in Eq. (3), the gradient with respect to router parameters is proportional to Fn (xn , Wn ) − xn , which is the difference between the input feature
and the output of convolutional block. Convolutional blocks are able to extract
features with large variations from input, resulting in an intense fluctuation in
the gradient of routers. In contrast, the gradients with respect to parameters in
convolutional blocks are proportional to Rn (xn , Hn ) ∈ [0, 1], which are a more
restricted fluctuation interval. Therefore, the difference between the gradients of
routers and convolutional blocks shows that they are of unbalanced sensitivity.
In order to alleviate the unbalance of sensitivity, we introduce a dynamic
auxiliary module, of which the network structure is the same as the dynamic
inference model. We denote the parameters of F d as θd and those of F t as θt .
During training, the parameters in the dynamic auxiliary module are progressively updated from the dynamic inference network, in every step by
θt = m · θt + (1 − m) · θd ,

(5)

where m ∈ [0, 1) is a momentum coefficient. In this way, the dynamic auxiliary
module F t provides historical information including executing decisions and predicted logits. A knowledge distillation loss is employed to transfer the historical
information to F d . It is worth noting that, only the parameters of the dynamic
inference network, i.e., θd , are updated by back-propagation and the dynamic
auxiliary module is not involved in the workflow at inference time.
Second, as defined in Eq. (1), when un is zero, the whole information flow
would degrade into a skip connection. In this way, the information flow from
xn to xn+1 are interrupted, resulting in unstable feature extraction. To solve
this problem, we propose to regularize the features of consecutive stages evolve
in the same direction. Specifically, we attach several classifiers at stages where
down-sampling is applied [47] as shown in Fig. 2. Each classifier is trained with
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed Slowly Progressing Dynamic Inference Network.
The proposed framework consists of a dynamic inference network and a dynamic auxiliary module. We attach several classifiers at different stages of the network.

semantic labels of input. As a result, these classifiers capture the features of the
given sample at different resolutions across the network. Then, we regularize the
feature evolution angles among the features input to classifiers. These classifiers
except the one at the last stage are only utilized in the training period, so there
is no additional computation and parameters at inference time.
3.2

Dynamic Auxiliary Module

For convenience, we omit the superscript for dynamic inference network F d and
the dynamic auxiliary module F t in the definition. The set of feature maps
extracted by the network is denoted as {x1 , x2 , · · · , xN } and the feature maps
fed to the classifiers is denoted as {xl1 , xl2 , · · · , xlK } ⊆ {x1 , x2 , · · · , xN }. To be
more specific, xlk is the feature map at the end of the k-th stage of the network.
In this way, the output classification results of the dynamic inference network
and dynamic auxiliary module are
y1 , · · · , yK = c1 (xl1 ), · · · , cK (xlK ),

(6)

where ck is the k-th classifier and yk is the logits output by the k-th classifier.
As defined in Section 3.1, we term the executing path p = (v1 , · · · , vN ).
Executing Path Distillation. With the obtained executing path in the dynamic
auxiliary module pt and the executing path in the dynamic inference network
pd , we conduct an executing path distillation, defined as
Lpath = ∥pt − pd ∥22 =

N
X
n=1

(vnt − vnd )2 ,

(7)
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where vnt and vnd are the executing decision of the n-th dynamic residual block
in the dynamic auxiliary module and dynamic inference network respectively.
t
Logits Distillation. We transfer the knowledge from the outputs logits {y1t , · · · , yK
}
of dynamic auxiliary module to the dynamic inference network by,

Llogits =

K
X

KL(ykt ∥ykd ),

(8)

k=1

where KL(·∥·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence loss and K is the total number
of classifiers in dynamic inference network.
3.3

Feature Evolution Direction

As defined in Eq. (1), feature evolution in a N -block network starts from the
input image x1 to the feature for classification xN . To make feature evolution
from input image to classification feature in a stable process, we propose to
regularize the feature evolution in the same direction by minimizing the angles
between features from consecutive stages.
Feature Evolution Angle. In most situations, the features from different stages
are of different resolutions. Therefore, we introduce a fully connected layer to
align them into the same size. Let ak be the alignment layer before the k-th
classifier and xlk be the input feature to the alignment layer. In this way, the
feature evolution angles are calculated by the first-order difference between the
aligned features of consecutive stages as follows,
−
x−−,−
x→ = a (x ) − a (x ),
l1

l2

2

l2

1

l1

···

(9)

−
−−−−−→
x−
lK−1 , xlK = aK (xlK ) − aK−1 (xlK−1 ).
Then, we regularize the cosine similarity on the first-order difference of features,
i.e., the evolution angles, making the feature evolution in the same direction as
Levo =

M −2
1 X
−−−−−−→ −−−−−−→
(1 − cos(−
x−
·
m+2 , xm+1 , xm+1 , xm )),
2 m=1

(10)

where cos(·, ·) is the cosine similarity. As shown in Fig. 2(b), with Levo , the
feature evolution angle throughout the network would be smaller. Thus, the
optimization space is limited and the feature variance throughout the network
is effectively smoothened. Therefore, although part of components is skipped at
inference time, the interruption brought by dynamic inference is eased.
Multi-Stage Classification. Next, to capture the semantic information along feature evolution, all classifiers are supervised by the semantic labels as
Lcls =

K
X

CE(ykd , Y ),

k=1

where CE(·, ·) is the Cross-Entropy loss and Y is the semantic label.

(11)
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Optimization

Finally, we put all loss together and optimize the dynamic inference network in
an end-to-end fashion, the objective function is written as
Ltotal = Lcls + α · Lpath + β · Llogits + γ · Levo ,

(12)

where Lcls is defined in Eq. (11), Lpath is defined in Eq. (7), Llogits is defined
in Eq. (8), and Levo is defined in Eq. (10).

4

Experiment

In this section, we first introduce the experimental settings and implementation
details. Second, we compare the results of our proposed method with stateof-the-arts on three benchmarks in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Next, we
conduct ablation studies to validate the effectiveness of our design. Finally, we
present a qualitative analysis of different designs. Our code is publicly available
at https://github.com/huanyuhello/SP-Net.
4.1

Experimental Settings

Datasets and Models. We evaluate the proposed method on three popular classification benchmarks: CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet. CIFAR-10/100
consists of 50,000 training images and 10,000 testing images with a resolution of
32×32 and annotated by 10/100 classes. ImageNet consists of 1,281,167 training
images and 50,000 testing images with a resolution of 224×224 and annotated by
1,000 classes. We conduct extensive experiments based on ResNets, i.e., ResNet32/110 for CIFAR-10/100 and ResNet-50/101 for ImageNet. For evaluation, we
utilize the top-1 metric to measure the classification accuracy and GMACCs
(billions of multiply-accumulate operations) to measure the computational cost.
Implementation Details. At training time, we train the whole network for 320
epochs with a batch size of 256 on CIFAR-10/100, and 120 epochs with a batch
size of 128 on ImageNet. The initial learning rate of is 0.1 with different schedules.
It decreases the learning rate to its 10% at each milestone. Milestones of CIFAR10/100 are set at epochs 150 and 250, while milestones of ImageNet are set at
epochs 30, 60, and 90. Moreover, we employ stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
with a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 1e-4 in our method. Besides, the
hyper-parameters α, β, and γ, are set to 1, 0.5, and 1e-4 in Eq. (12).
4.2

Performance Comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of SP-Net with state-of-the-arts on
CIFAR and ImageNet datasets w.r.t accuracy and computational cost.
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Table 1. Performance comparison with state-of-the-arts on CIFAR-10.
Methods

Backbones GMACCs Acc. (%)

ResNet-32 [12]
ResNet-110 [12]

—
—

0.14
0.50

92.40
93.60

dynamic inference
SkipNet [41]
BlockDrop [38]
ConvAIG [32]
IamNN [19]
CGap [4]
CoDiNet [35]
RDI-Net [34]

ResNet-74
ResNet-110
ResNet-110
ResNet-101
ResNet-110
ResNet-110
ResNet-110

0.09
0.17
0.41
1.10
0.19
0.29
0.38

92.38
93.60
94.24
94.60
93.43
94.47
95.10

early prediction
ACT [5]
SACT [5]
DDI [36]
DG-Net [27]
DG-Net (light)

ResNet-110
ResNet-110
ResNet-74
ResNet-101
ResNet-101

0.38
0.31
0.14
3.20
2.22

93.50
93.40
93.88
93.99
91.99

SP-Net
SP-Net (light)

ResNet-110
ResNet-110

0.46
0.13

95.22
93.79

Comparison on CIFAR-10. In this section, we compare our method with related method on CIFAR-10. We compare with baselines, dynamic inference
methods including: SkipNet [41], BlockDrop [38], ConvAIG [32], CoDiNet [35],
IamNN [19], CGap [4], and RDI-Net [34], and early prediction methods including: ACT [5], SACT [5], DDI [36], and DG-Net [27]. Specifically, dynamic inference methods concentrate on skipping the unnecessary blocks with a trainable
routing module. Among these methods, RDI-Net achieves 95.10% accuracy with
0.38 GMACCs. CoDiNet achieves 94.47% accuracy with 0.29 GMACCs. Differently, early prediction methods define multiple classifiers and adaptively exit
the network. Among these methods, ACT achieves 93.50% with 0.38 GMACCs,
while SACT achieves 93.40% with 0.31 GMACCs. In comparison, we provide two
versions of model. The light-weight version achieves 93.79% with 0.13 GMACCs,
while the normal version achieves 95.22% accuracy with 0.46 GMACCs.
Comparison on ImageNet. In this section, we compare our method with related
method on ImageNet including: ConvAIG [32], SkipNet [41], LCNet [39], BlockDrop [38], DG-Net [27], CoDiNet [35], RDI-Net [34], MSDN [15], RA-Net [43],
IamNN [19], ACT [5], and SACT [5]. As shown in Table 2, the backbone network
ResNet-50 achieves 75.36% with 7.72 GMACCs. In dynamic inference methods,
ConvAIG achieves 76.18% with 6.12 GMACCs. SkipNet achieves 75.22% with
7.20 GMACCs. Recently, CoDiNet proposes to regularize the consistency and diversity among the executing paths, which achieves 76.63% with 6.20 GMACCs.
Similarly, the RDI-Net proposes to ranking the similarity among input samples
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Table 2. Performance comparison with state-of-the-arts on ImageNet.
Methods

Backbones GMACCs Acc. (%)

ResNet-50 [12]
ResNet-101 [12]

—
—

7.72
15.26

75.36
76.45

dynamic inference
ConvAIG [32]
SkipNet [41]
SkipNet (light)
LCNet [39]
BlockDrop [38]
DG-Net [27]
CoDiNet [35]
RDI-Net [34]

ResNet-50
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-50
ResNet-101
ResNet-101
ResNet-50
ResNet-50

6.12
13.40
7.20
5.78
14.64
14.10
6.20
7.42

76.18
77.40
75.22
74.10
76.80
76.80
76.63
76.96

early prediction
MSDN [15]
RA-Net [43]
IamNN [19]
ACT [5]
SACT [5]

DenseNets
DenseNets
ResNet-101
ResNets
ResNets

4.60
4.80
8.00
13.40
14.40

74.24
75.10
69.50
75.30
75.80

SP-Net
SP-Net (light)

ResNet-50
ResNet-50

7.24
5.62

77.21
76.41

and their executing paths, which achieves 76.96% with 7.42 GMACCs. In comparison, SP-Net achieves 77.21% with 7.24 GMACCs, which improves 1.75%
with 0.32 GMACCs reduction than the static one.
4.3

Ablation Studies

In this part, we discuss the effectiveness of each module in the proposed method.
First, we perform the ablation studies on different proposals. Then, we discuss
the customizable dynamic routing module to strike the balance.
Evaluation of Proposals. As shown in Table 3, we conduct the ablation studies
on our proposed modules. We conduct our method based on ResNet-110 and
show a series of experiments. The baseline refers to the vanilla dynamic inference network. Component A refers to dynamic auxiliary module. Component B
refers to multi-task regularization. And Component C refers to feature evolution
direction regularization. Specifically, the baseline method achieves an accuracy
of 93.83% with 0.47% GMACCs and 70.17% with 0.46 GMACCs on CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100, respectively. With the dynamic auxiliary module, it increases to
94.40% under similar computational cost on CIFAR-10. Moreover, when applying the multi-stage loss, the performance improves by 0.56% on CIFAR-10 and
1.28% on CIFAR-100. Finally, putting all the components together, our method
achieves 1.61% improvements with 0.05 GMACCs cost reduction on CIFAR-10
and 3.9% improvements with 0.05 GMACCs cost reduction on CIFAR-100.
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Fig. 3. The accuracy against computation comparison with state-of-the-art methods.
Table 3. Ablation Studies of our method on CIFAR-10 / 100. Baseline refers to vanilla
dynamic inference network. A refers to the dynamic auxiliary module. B refers to multistage classification. C refers to the feature evolution direction regularization.
Method

Components

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-100

A B

C

ResNet110 — —

—

93.61

0.51

71.24

0.51

Baseline
EXP-1
EXP-2
EXP-3

—
—
—
✓

93.83
94.40
95.04
95.22

0.47
0.48
0.47
0.46

70.17
73.63
74.91
75.14

0.46
0.47
0.46
0.46

—
✓
✓
✓

—
—
✓
✓

Acc. (%) GMACC Acc. (%) GMACC

Customizable Computation Cost. As shown in Fig. 3, we show the performance
of our method compared with the baseline under different computational costs.
To enable the computational cost controllable,
apply a cost loss to adjust
Pwe
N
the executing rates of each block as Lcost = n=1 ∥vnd − t∥22 , where vnd is the
executing rates, i.e., relaxed executing decision, of the n-th convolution block.
t is a hyper-parameter, standing for the target executing rate of the dynamic
inference network. We set t to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9 on our method and
the baseline method. With different target executing rates t, the accuracy varies
with the computational cost accordingly. On CIFAR-10, when t is set to 0.2, our
method achieves 93.75% at the computational cost of 0.14 GMACCs compared
with the baseline method of 90.48% with 0.11 GMACCs. When t is set to 0.4, our
method achieves 94.47% accuracy with 0.21 GMACCs, while the baseline method
achieves 93.52% with 0.19 GMACCs. Similarly, on CIFAR-100, when t is set to
0.8, our method achieves 75.14% accuracy with 0.46 GMACCs compared with
the baseline method of 70.17% accuracy with 0.46 GMACCs. Besides, we train
each setting multiple times and demonstrate the variance of the performance
as the size of the dots in Fig. 4 on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet. The
variances of our SP-Nets are smaller than baseline methods, which indicates that
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Fig. 4. The stability and accuracy against computational cost of our method comparing to vanilla dynamic inference networks (Baselines) on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and
ImageNet. It is worth noting that the size of dots is the variance of results.
Table 4. Ablation Studies on the momentum coefficient, i.e., m, of SP-Net on CIFAR10 / 100. We set momentum from 0.5 to 0.8 under the same setting.
Method

Momentum

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-100

Coefficient Acc. (%) GMACCs Acc. (%) GMACCs
EXP-1
EXP-2
EXP-3
EXP-4

m=0.5
m=0.6
m=0.7
m=0.8

94.97
95.03
95.22
94.82

0.47
0.46
0.46
0.47

74.79
75.14
74.86
74.53

0.46
0.46
0.45
0.45

our proposed SP-Net not only improves the performance of dynamic inference
but also stabilizes the training process accordingly.
4.4

Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we present a qualitative analysis of the key design of our proposed
method. First, we conduct a case study on the momentum coefficient m to update
the parameter in the dynamic auxiliary module. Second, we evaluate different
strategies to regularize the feature evolution.
Study on Momentum Coefficient. The performance of different momentum coefficient under a similar computational cost is shown in Table 4. We perform the
momentum coefficients m from 0.5 to 0.9. The accuracy increases from 94.97%
with 0.47 GMACCs to 95.22% with 0.46 GMACCs with the increasing of the
coefficient from 0.5 to 0.7 and then decreases on CIFAR-10. Specifically, on
CIFAR-10, when m is set to 0.7, our method achieves the best performance of
95.15% with 0.46 GMACCs. Differently, on CIFAR-100, when m is set to 0.6,
our method achieves the best performance of 75.14% with 0.46 GMACCs. Then
performance increases from 74.79% with 0.46 GMACCs to 75.14% with the increasing of the coefficient from 0.5 to 0.6 and then decrease to 74.53% with 0.45
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Table 5. Ablation Studies on different feature evolution regularization strategies on
CIFAR-10 / 100. EXP-1 refers to regularization on each adjacent convolutional blocks
across the whole network; EXP-2 refers to regularization on each adjacent convolutional blocks within the same resolutions of features; EXP-3 refers to regularization on
different resolutions of features across the whole network.
Method

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-100

Acc. (%) GMACCs Acc. (%) GMACCs
EXP-1
EXP-2
EXP-3

94.43
94.66
95.22

0.48
0.49
0.46

73.57
74.05
74.86

0.50
0.49
0.46

GMACCs. Empirically, the coefficient is usually set to a high value in traditional knowledge distillation. However, in the dynamic inference scenarios, since
the parameters of routers are much more sensitive than those of convolutional
blocks, a high momentum coefficient would lead the optimization collapse.
Study on Feature Evolution Regularization. We study different strategies of feature evolution regularization as shown in Table 5. We design three methods
to regularize the feature evolution direction. EXP-1 refers to regularizing on
each adjacent convolutional block across the whole network, achieving 94.43%
with 0.48 GMACCs on CIFAR-10. EXP-2 refers to regularizing on each adjacent convolutional blocks within the same resolutions of features, achieving
94.66% with 0.49 GMACCs on CIFAR-10. EXP-3 refers to regularizing on different resolutions of features across the whole network, achieving 95.22% with
0.46 GMACCs on CIFAR-10. As a result, regularizing on different resolutions of
features achieves the highest accuracy on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we concentrate on researching an under-explored field in dynamic
inference method. We propose a novel strategy called slowly progressing dynamic inference networks via stabilizing executing path and regularizing feature
evolution. First, we design a dynamic auxiliary module to solve the imbalance
sensitivity between parameters in routers and networks. Besides, we invite a feature evolution regularization making the features evolve smooth throughout the
network. As a result, our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on three
widely used benchmark in term of accuracy and computational cost reduction.
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